Dear Customers, Business Partners and Well wishers

The FY16-17 has gotten off to a rocking start !!!
In the last 2 months we have seen a upswing in order intake as well as dispatches, in India, USA and China. Our team is fully geared up to build more solutions in this year.

This optimism was also reflected in the IMTMA Machine Tool Summit at Kochi in May, where a 5 member team represented Grind Master. Mrs. Mohini Kelkar and myself presented the success story of Grind Master in Export Markets. Continuing the Passion and Innovation in Machine Building, we look to expand in future in product ranges and markets. With a strong focus on R&D and Business Development, our Management Team is running towards Vision 2020 with gusto. We have utilized the previous year of relative slow growth well for Training and Streamlining Systems. Implementing EHS Systems, Kaizen Culture and developing Managerial talent through our Flagship Training Program “FIRE” have been the highlights of the last year.

This month I am glad to introduce the revolutionary Robotic Machining Center concept pioneered by us in India. We have also Trademarked our Tooling for NANOFINISH range of machines - NANOTouch. The newsletter also covers a story about the Everest ascent of Shaikh Rafiq from Aurangabad who is a close friend and trail running partner.

Looking forward to your continual support, suggestions, advice and assuring the best of our products and services.

Best Regards
Mr. Sameer Kelkar
CEO – Grind Master
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• Robotic Machining Center Launch - Page#2
• NANO Touch Reliable Tooling Launch - Page#3
• Mountains are for Climbing - Rafiq scales Mount Everest
Robotic Machining Center

Introducing Robotic Machining Center
Pioneering Innovative Concepts in India
_for milling soft materials and stone with robotics_

Applications

- Art - Sculpting
- Power - Propellers, Turbines

Key Benefits

- Configurable Machines to suit Application
- Flexibility of Workspace
- Wide Variety of Materials - Foam, Urethane, Soft Metal, Stone
- Multiple Operations Such as Machining, Deburring, Polishing in same Setup

Advanced Technology

- Rugged Robots
- Machining with Automatic Tool Changing
- CAM Programming Software
- In-Depth Machining and Robotics Know-how
- Reverse Engineering Toolkits

2 Successful Installations
Grind Master NANOFINISH Range of machines are used globally for Microfinishing and Superfinishing a wide variety of components including Engine, Transmission, Hydraulic, Rolls etc.

Process reliability on NANOFINISH machines is guaranteed by using Grind Master Proprietary NANOTouch Tooling. Designed and Manufactured with the utmost care, NANOTouch Tooling ensures a healthy machine over a long period of time. Mission Critical Precision Surface Finish and Geometry requirements are achieved with unmatched reliability.

**NANOTouch are Key Contact Toolings for NANOFINISH Range of Machines**

NANOTouch Tooling has produced more than 20 million Parts Worldwide.

### Applications & Processes

- Microfinishing of Journals
- Microfinishing of Faces
- Microfinishing of Non Round Features
- Microfinishing of Fillet Radius
- Superfinishing of Journals and Diameters

### Key Benefits

- Reliable Performance With Reliable Tooling
- Easy Recognition on Machine
- Genuine Spares Parts

Achieve Mission Critical Precision Surface Finish Requirements.
Mountains are for Climbing
Rafiq climbs Mount Everest!

Constable of Aurangabad Police Rafiq Shaikh became the First Maharashtra Policeman to climb Mount Everest, summitting on 19 May 2016. Everest at 8848m is the “Roof of the World” is the World’s highest mountain and considered as one of the hardest and riskiest climbs.

Rafiq’s climb is a story of determination and “Never give up” attitude. Earlier attempts in 2014 and 2015 had failed due to uncontrollable reasons such as Avalanches and Earthquake. Raising funds again for the 3rd time, Rafiq succeeded in his mission and will be given a Hero’s Welcome in Aurangabad.

Maharashtra Police has supported Rafiq along with several other individuals over the last 3 years. Grind Master is proud to have been associated with and supporting Rafiq right from his first attempt in 2014. Sameer Kelkar, a mountaineer and explorer himself, says “Rafiq’s passion to climb in the Himalaya is very very sincere, genuine and pure. This was the main reason why we believed in him giving his 100% even inspite of earlier failures. In many ways Rafiq personifies our “Mountains are for Climbing” philosophy.

Rafiq is also very active in promoting Mountaining and Trekking as Sports and conducts numerous awareness programs on the subject. We wish him the best in his future endeavors.